ABSTRACT. A method is given for constructing a smooth, closed, orientable 3-manifold from the information contained in a combinatorial object called an abstract intersection sequence. An abstract intersection sequence of length n is just a cyclic ordering of the set {± 1.±n } plus a map d: {l.«}-► (± 1} It is shown that up to diffeomorphism every closed, connected, orientable 3-manifold can be constructed by the method. This is proved by showing that compact, connected, orientable 3-manifolds with boundary the 2-sphere admit vector fields of a certain type. The intersection sequences arise as descriptions of the vector fields.
1. Introduction. Several methods for constructing and presenting 3-manifolds are already well known, and the reader familiar with them will undoubtedly see relationships with our method of intersection sequences. For example, it is easy to see that from an intersection sequence presentation one can get a Heegaard diagram. However, we believe that intersection sequence presentations will prove to have some advantages over other types of presentation. It is extremely easy to enumerate all closed, orientable 3-manifolds by intersection sequence presentations, and although each manifold has infinitely many presentations, the list of presentations obtained is still in some sense short because the presentations of the fundamental groups which arise are of a quite restricted type. Only finitely many Heegaard diagrams of each genus are obtained from intersection sequence presentations because an intersection sequence of length n gives a Heegaard diagram of genus « + 1. Furthermore, an intersection sequence presentation yields not only a manifold, but also a vector field of a certain type on the manifold, called a presentation vector field. This presentation vector field gives a richer structure to the presentations and has potential for being exploited. For example, it is known that any two presentation vector fields on a 3-ball are homotopic to each other by a homotopy consisting of a sequence of deformations from a short list of generic "basic" deformations. In [5] we will begin to 363 a. Tangency b. Inflection Figure 1 (a) If ß(x, y, t) = t, then m0 is called a transverse entrance or transverse exit point according to whether a(U) lies above or below ß~ ' (0) which in this case is the x-y plane.
(b) If ß(x, y, t) = t2 + y, then m0 is called an exterior tangency or interior tangency according to whether a(U) lies inside (t2 + y < 0 on a(U)) or outside (t2 +y>0on a(U)) of the fold ß~l(0). (c) If ß(x, y, t) = t3 -xt + y, then m0 is called an entering inflection or exiting inflection according to whether a(U) lies above or below ß~ ' (0).
The motivation for these names comes from Figure 1 -remember that in these pictures the vector field, not drawn, is b/bt i.e., a parallel vector field pointing up.
For X a b-generic vector field, let T be the set of all points in bM where X is tangent to dM, i.e., the collection of tangency and inflection points. Then T is a finite union of disjointly embedded smooth circles in bM. Each of these circles separates a region of transverse entrance points from a region of transverse exit points. Furthermore, on every circle there is a finite number (possibly 0) of inflection points each of which separates an arc of interior tangencies from an arc of exterior tangencies. In particular, the number of inflection points on each of the circles must be even.
Definition. An entering (exiting) inflection is said to point into the region of transverse entrance (exit) points partially bounded by the component of T on which the inflection lies. (Again, consider Figure 1 to see the motivation for this terminology.) Definition. A transient vector field X E X(M) is called generic if it is b-generic and if whenever a trajectory contains more than one point of T the trajectory has a neighborhood which can be embedded in R3 so that X becomes b/bt and the image of the neighborhood is given by Figure 2 . (The unshaded areas in the figure are the visible pieces of bM.)
The significant feature of Figure 2 is that if the two arcs of T are projected along trajectories into a horizontal plane cutting through the middle of the figure, then the projected arcs have a transverse crossing at the point in the slicing plane Figure 2 on the central multiply tangent trajectory. In particular, if X is generic then a trajectory can connect no more than two interior tangencies and cannot connect an inflection to any other point in T. The generic transient vector fields are open and dense in the coUection of all transient vector fields on M. In fact, they are structuraUy stable [3] .
3. Simplifying T. The purpose of this section is to show that if dM = S2, then M admits a generic transient vector field whose tangency set T is particularly simple-just one circle of interior tangencies. This result is the foundation of our presentation theory for 3-manifolds. The result is proved by starting with an arbitrary generic vector field on M and showing that it can be deformed to one of the desired type. The simpUfying deformation consists of a finite sequence of "basic" deformations. Just three types of basic deformation are needed. The basic deformations aU leave a vector field unchanged outside a neighborhood of an arc in dM. They are described by giving before and after pictures of the affected neighborhood embedded in R3 so that X becomes d/dt. Only the boundary of a neighborhood is drawn, and the rest of the neighborhood can Ue on either side of the drawn boundary unless otherwise stated. Each basic deformation changes a generic transient vector field into a new b-generic transient vector field which can be assumed to be fully generic since it can be made so by arbitrarily smaU perturbations which do not change T. This deformation is portrayed in Figure 3 . Inflections ix and i2 can be joined if and only if they point into the same component, call it C, of bM -T and there is a compact non-self-intersecting arc A such that (a) A n T = bA = {»,, i2} and A-bAEC, (b) A is transverse to T, (c) tangent vectors to 7* at ij and i2 which point from the abutting arc of exterior tangencies to the abutting arc of interior tangencies also point to the same side of A. Note that only inflections of the same type (entering or exiting) can be joined by this running together operation. For those who do not quite trust pictures alone, if The deformation now takes place in two steps. The first step is modification of X so that a segment of the arc of interior tangencies coming from the entering inflection is pushed over the arc of interior tangencies coming from the exiting inflection thereby creating a pair of trajectories which are twice tangent to M. The twice tangent trajectory nearest to the inflections is needed to get aU of the after picture for the swaUow's tau deformation. The second step is to exactly reverse the swallow's tau deformation thus eUminating the two inflections and the arc of exterior tangencies. The result for a(V) is the after picture in Figure 5 -in which the image of M lies outside the fold. Figure 5 also shows the effect of the two steps on T alone. Note that since a trajectory of a generic transient vector field cannot connect inflection points we can assume that V is smaU enough so that before the deformation no trajectory connects two points of V which are outside of the fold. It follows that the reverse swaUow's tail deformation does not destroy the property of being transient. (This is obvious for the other deformations.) Remark. In general it is not possible to eliminate a pair of inflections bounding an arc of interior tangencies by a reverse swallow's tau type deformation and get a transient vector field because there can be trajectories which connect 367 points of an arc of interior tangencies.
Definition. X E X(M) is called simple if it is transient and generic and if T is a single circle of interior tangencies.
Theorem A.IfbM = S2, then M admits a simple vector field.
Proof. Let X E X(M) be a generic transient vector field. If A' is already simple we have nothing to do, so suppose X is not simple.
If Tis not connected, let 7, and T2 be distinct circles in T which are both on the boundary of one of the components, call it C, of bM -T. Using the swallow's tail deformation and the choice of the order along T of the introduced inflections it allows, we can create inflections on Tx and T2 which point into C and which can be joined by the running together deformation. When these inflections are joined, the circles Tx and T2 are connected to become one circle. Thus by applying a sequence of swallow's tail and joining deformations to X, we can make T connected, i.e., a single circle.
At this stage the modified X cannot be simple because the process for connecting T must have left inflections on T if T was not already connected. Therefore T is either one circle with inflections on it or one circle of exterior tangencies (in which case M = D3). In the latter case, the swallow's tail deformation can be used to introduce inflections so we can assume that T is a circle with inflections. It now follows from the assumption that bM = S2 and a straightforward application of Pugh's generalized Poincaré index formula [6] that the number of entering inflections is the same as the number of exiting inflections.
All we have left to do is to eliminate the inflections. As long as inflections remain on T either the reverse swallow's tail deformation can be used to cancel a pair of inflections or we can proceed as follows. If the reverse swallow's tail cannot be used, then there is an arc of exterior tangencies whose endpoints are a pair of inflections of the same type. Denote the type (entrance or exit) of these two inflections by r and the other type by -r. It is easy to see that the two inflections can be run together. When this is done, T breaks into two components Tx and T2 which bound an annulus of transverse points of type -t and one of the components, say 7,, is a circle of exterior tangencies. Furthermore, 7*2 must contain two more inflections of type -r than of type r, so there is an arc of tangency points in T2 whose endpoints are both inflections of type -r which point into the annulus. Thus if we use the swallow's tail deformation to introduce a pair of inflections on 7,, then the new inflection of type -ron Tx points into the annulus and can be joined with an inflection already on T2. This reconnects 7, and T2 and the net effect has been to reduce the number of inflection points in 7 by two.
Note that with this procedure the last pair of inflections is always eliminated 368 PETER PERCELL by the reverse swaUow's taU deformation so in the end T is a circle of interior, not exterior, tangencies. D 4. The space M/X. In this section we introduce the concept of a normal, branched 2-manifold because if X is a simple vector field on M, then the quotient space M/X obtained by collapsing trajectories of X to points has this useful structure.
The concept of branched manifolds is due to R. F. WiUiams-see [8] and [9] . In this paper we only need a very simple class of branched 2-manifolds which we now describe. Let <p: R -► R be a fixed C°° function such that 0(s) = 0 for s < 0 and <p(s) > 0 for s > 0, let
= cMy)}, let Ux = PX, U2 = PX UP2 and U3 =PX UP2 UP3,andletp:
Uk -*■ R2, k = 1, 2, 3, by p(x, y, t) = (x, y). Differentiability for maps whose domain or range is U2 or U3 is defined as foUows. Suppose N is an arbitrary manifold, k, 1 = 2 or 3 and Vk is an open subset of Uk. The sets Ux, U2 and U3 are used as local models for a normal, branched 2-manifold the same way that Ux alone is used as the local model for a closed 2-manifold.
Definitions.
A (smooth) normal, branched 2-manifold is a compact Hausdorff space Q which has a covering by open sets Vx, V2,. . . , Vn such that (1) for each i = 1,. . . , «, there is a k(i) G{1, 2, 3} such that there is a homeomorphism a¡: V¡ -*■ Uk^y and (2) for i, / = 1, .. . , «, at »if1: aj(Vi n V¡) -* Uk(i) is smooth. The ArancA set of Q, denoted B(Q), is the set of points which correspond to a point of the^-axis in U2 or a point of the x-axis orj>-axis in U3. The set of crossing points, denoted C(Q), is the (finite) set of points corresponding to the origin int73.
Note that a normal, branched 2-manifold Q has a tangent bundle TQ because the planes Px, P2 and P3 Ue flat against each other at points of intersection. Smoothness of maps whose domain or range is a normal, branched 2-manifold is defined using the coordinate systems (V¡, a¡) in the same way that smoothness is defined for maps of ordinary manifolds and smooth maps induce differential maps of tangent bundles as usual.
Definition. A smooth map /: S1 -* Q, where Sl is the circle and Q is a normal, branched 2-manifold, is called a normal immersion if (a) / is an immersion, i.e., f+(v) # 0 for all nonzero vETS1, where /", is the differential map induced by /, (b) f~liy) contains at most 2 points for every y E Q, and (c) if f~liy) contains two distinct points Xj and x2, then/*(u,) and f*(v2) are linearly independent whenever vx and v2 are nonzero tangent vectors to 51 at Xj and x2 respectively. Proposition 1. Let X be a simple vector field on M, let T be its circle of tangency points and let n: M-+M/X be the projection map.
(1) The quotient space M/X is a normal, branched 2-manifold.
(2) it 17 is a normal immersion whose image is B(M/X). Proof. (1) and (2) are obvious-see Figure 6 -and (5) follows from a S?
a. Branching b. Crossing Figure 6 result of Smale [7] . Suppose T is oriented by a nonvanishing tangent vector field 0 and rj is a vector field along T which is transverse to bM and points into M. Then 0 and tj extend to vector fields, denoted by the same letters, on a small neighborhood U of T in M such that {6(m), t](m), X(m)} and {T(*(6(m)), 7r*(T?('"))} are linearly independent sets for each m EU. Thus the ordered triple (0, r¡, X) can be taken to define the positive orientation for U and the ordered pair (7r*(0), 7r*(T?)) can be used to define the positive orientation for ir((J), which is a neighborhood of B(M/X). Note that if y = tt(mx) = it(m2), then Or*(0(m,)),
•(Vimi))), i =1,2, define the same orientation of Ty(M/X). This proves (3).
5. Intersection sequences and tubular neighborhoods. An intersection sequence is a combinatorial object usuaUy associated with a normal immersion of an oriented circle into an oriented 2-manifold, see [4] for example. In this section we review this idea whUe adapting it to present needs. We will continue to use the notation of Proposition 1 and its proof.
Definition. An abstract intersection sequence, denoted IS, is a triple («, a, v) consisting of (a) a nonnegative integer «, (b) a cyclic ordering of /" = {±1, . . . , ±«} given by a bijection a: /" -► /" which acts transitively on In, i.e., for every i, j G In there is a positive integer k such that ok(i) = / (where a* is composition of a with itself k times), We now show how to use the information contained in an abstract intersection sequence IS to construct a space A^IS) which acts as a tubular neighborhood for the immersed circle B(M/X) whenever IS is an intersection sequence for a simple vector field X on M. Let Ae = {(r, 0, z) G R3: \r -1| < e and z = ±<¡>(r -1)} where 0 < e < 1, (r, 0, z) are cylindrical coordinates on R3 and <j> is the function used to define the local models for normal, branched 2-manifolds. Ae is a branched annulus whose branching is to the outside of the unit circle, which is the branch set. Ae is oriented by letting the pair (b/br, 3/90) be positively oriented. Suppose IS = (n, o, v). For fc = 0, 1,... ,2n -1, label the point (1, ii(k + l)/n, 0) with the name x k . Then the points x±1, .. . , x±n are distributed uniformly around the unit circle in Ae in the cyclic order given by a. For i Eln, let Q¡ be the 0 coordinate of xf and let e be small enough so that the "branched squares" St = {(r, 0, z) EAe: \r-l\< e, |0 -0;| < e and z = ±0(r -1)} are pairwise disjoint. Let N(IS) be the space obtained from Ae by identifying the top of the square S_ ■ with the bottom of the square S-, where j EJn, according to the rule (1 + s, 0_; + t, 0(s)) ~ (1 + vij)t, 0f -v(f)s, -Mf)t))-Thus, according to whether v(j) = + 1 or -1 the square 5-is rotated counterclockwise or clockwise through 90° before the identification is made. It is easily seen that A^IS) is an orientable, normal, branched 2-manifold with boundary and that the boundary is a finite collection of piecewise smooth circles. N(1S) has been defined so that we have the following Proposition 2. Let IS be an intersection sequence for a simple vector field X on M. Then BiM/X) has a neighborhood N(1S) which is diffeomorphic toN(lS). D 6 . The presentation theory. In this section we show how abstract intersection sequences act as presentations of orientable 3-manifolds by showing how to construct a manifold M(IS) from an abstract intersection sequence IS and by showing that included among the manifolds which can be constructed this way are all orientable M such that bM = S2. Unless otherwise stated, notation used is that of the last two sections. Definition. A vector field A" on M is called a presentation vector field if X is simple and M/X -BiM/X) is a disjoint union of open 2-disks.
Note that if M admits a presentation vector field, then M is orientable since M/X is orientable because it is obtained by capping off the boundary circles of the orientable space ÑQS) of Proposition 2 by 2-disks.
Definition. For / = 1, 2, let X¡ E X(M¡). The pairs (Mx, Xx) and (M2, X2) are called equivalent if there is a diffeomorphism a: Mx -► Af2 which takes trajectories of Xx to trajectories of X2 and is sense preserving on trajectories.
Theorem B. For every abstract intersection sequence IS, there is a pair (M(IS), A*(IS)) consisting of an orientable, compact, connected, C°° 3-manifold vw'íA boundary and a presentation vector field on the manifold such that IS is a« intersection sequence for AXIS). Furthermore, the pair (M(IS), X(IS)) is unique up to equivalence.
Proof. Let ß(IS) be the smooth, orientable, normal, branched 2-manifold obtained by forming A^IS) and capping off its boundary circles with 2-disks. ß(IS) is "thickened" to form the manifold M(IS) with a foUation whose leaves are compact intervals by thickening A^IS) in the obvious way (locaUy this amounts to going backwards in Figure 6 ) and then thickening the complementary 2-disks in Ô(IS) by forming the cartesian product with a compact interval. Since N(IS) has weU-defined upper and lower branches at each branch point, the foUation of Af(IS) can be oriented so that the leaves are directed "up". Thus there is a vector field A"(IS) whose directed trajectories are the oriented foliation of M(IS). It is clear from the construction that AT(IS) is a presentation vector field and that IS is an intersection sequence for XÇLS).
If (M, X) is any other pair such that X is a presentation vector field on M and IS is an intersection sequence for X, then we construct a diffeomorphism giving an equivalence with (Af(IS), ATJS)) by first defining it between saturated (with respect to trajectories) neighborhoods of the tangency sets using Proposition 2 and then extending it into the remainder of the manifolds. D Theorem C. Suppose dM = S2 and M is orientable. Then M admits a presentation vector field. Hence M can be presented by an abstract intersection sequence, i.e., there exists an IS s«cA iAaf M is diffeomorphic to Af(IS).
Proof. By Theorem A, M admits simple vector fields. Let AT be a simple vector field on M, let IS be an intersection sequence for X and let A/(IS) be a neighborhood of B(M/X) which is diffeomorphic to NÇLS). Define the deficiency of X, denoted d(X), to be the number of boundary circles of N(IS) minus the number of components of M/X -ÍV(IS). Note that d(X) > 0 because the closure of each component of M/X -N(lS) has a nonempty boundary which is a coUection of boundary circles of A/(IS). We wiU prove by induction on d(X) that X can be deformed to a presentation vector field.
Let C be a component of the closure of M/X -N(IS). Then C is a compact 2-manifold without branching whose boundary is a set of boundary circles of ÍVflS). Also, it~l(C) n dM has two components each of which is a submanifold of dM = S2 diffeomorphic to C, so C is either a disk or a disk with holes. If d(X) = 0, then C cannot have more than one boundary circle, so it must be a disk. Thus if d(X) = 0, then X is already a presentation vector field. Thus A is divided into three segments so that the middle segment lies in C and the two end segments lie in different components of C -C.
Since bx and b2 are distinct branch points which are not crossing points, they have disjoint compact neighborhoods Vx and V2 which are both diffeomorphic to the branched square of Figure 6a . Then Vt -B(M/X) n V¡ consists of three branches, which can unambiguously be called inner, upper and lower branches if we say that X points "up". It is clear that Vx and V2 can be chosen so that they are neighborhoods in A^IS) of the two end segments of A and so that the edges of bVx and bV2 which are parallel to B(M/X) he in 3VV(IS). Note that the end of A at b¡ meets just one of the branches of V¡, so each end of A is uniquely in either an inner, upper or lower branch.
We now claim that we can assume that bx, b2 and A were chosen so that the ends of A are not both in upper branches or both in lower branches. This follows from the easily checked fact that except when BiM/X) has no crossing points at all, no boundary circle of N(1S) can consist of segments all in upper branches of N(1S) or all in lower branches of A^IS). (Actually, with a slightly longer argument, it can be shown that for any permissible choice of bx, b2 and A the ends of A are not both in upper or both in lower branches.) Thus there are four possibilities for the branches containing the ends of A: inner and inner, inner and upper, inner and lower or upper and lower.
In any case,yl has a compact neighborhood V which is the union of Vx, V2 and a strip S in C which is a tubular neighborhood of A n C meeting bC in the same two arcs as Vx and V2. Then V can be embedded in R3 so that the branched squares Vx and V2 are transverse to the vertical direction and so that the upper branch lies above the lower branch in the images of K, and V2. Furthermore, since M is orientable, the embedding of V can be chosen so that the strip S is also transverse to the vertical direction. The conditions on the embedding of V ensure that a slight vertical thickening of the image of V gives an embedding of it~l(V) in R3 such that X\it~x(V) becomes 3/3/ on the image of 7t-\V).
It should now be easy to see that in all the cases there is a deformation of X which is supported in rr~l(V) and which has the effect on M/X of pushing a segment of one of the arcs of B(M/X) n V along A and then over the other arc of B(M/X) n V in such a way that two new transverse crossing points and a new component, which is a disk, of M/X -B(M/X) are created. Before and after pictures of the deformation as seen through its effect on M/X are given in Figure 7 for one of the cases. The new vector field, caU it X', is obviously simple. a- Figure 7 Finally, d(X') = d(X) -1 because if IS' is an intersection sequence for X', then M/X' -A^IS') has one more component, a new disk, than M/X -N(IS), but N(IS') has the same number of boundary circles as AXIS), since two of the boundary circles of C are connected by the deformation in such a way that they give one boundary circle for the component of M/X1 -AXIS') corresponding to C, whüe only the single boundary circle for the new disk is created.
The last statement of the theorem now foUows because if A" is a presentation vector field on M and IS is an intersection sequence for X, then M is diffeomorphic to M(\S) by the uniqueness result in Theorem B. D In order to better understand the problems this proof deals with, the reader is urged to discover and consider the (unique) pair (M, X) such that dM = S2, M is orientable and A" is a simple vector field on M for which (0, <¡>, <p) is an intersection sequence, where 0 denotes the empty mapping.
Corollary.
Every closed, orientable 3-manifold can be presented by (constructed from) an abstract intersection sequence. D 7. The boundary of M(IS). Since those intersection sequences IS for which 3M(IS) = S2 present all closed, orientable 3-manifolds, but in general 9M(IS) need not be S2, we give a criterion which can be used effectively to pick out the IS such that dM(lS) = S2. What we do is basically quite simUar to Neuwirth's work [1] . The last result of the paper is a condition which the fundamental group of a closed, orientable 3-manifold must satisfy.
Let X be a simple vector field on M. Then dM is separated by the tangency circle T into two open regions. One, denoted Re, is the region of transverse entrance points and the other, denotedRx, is the region of transverse exit points. T is the boundary of each of these regions. Figure 6b shows easily that Ge is a graph, i.e., one dimensional cell complex, such that the number v of vertices is 2« and each vertex is the endpoint of exactly 3 edges-for each crossing point in Q there is one vertex of Ge on 7 and one vertex in Re. Therefore the number e of edges for Ge is 3«, so the Euler characteristic of Re is v-e + k = 2n -3« +k = k -n.
Hence the Euler characteristic of Rg is 1 if and only if k = n + 1. A similar argument shows that the Euler characteristic of R~x is 1 if and only if k=n+ 1. D Although the details are somewhat tedious, putting this criterion into the form of an algorithm is fairly straightforward. In fact, the author has written a computer program whose output is a Ust of those intersection sequences IS of a given length such that 3Ai(IS) = S2 together with the boundary circles of AXIS).
These boundary circles give the relations for a presentation of the fundamental group of AT(IS).
Our final result is a sUght strengthening of a result of Neuwirth [2] which falls out naturaUy at this point.
Corollary.
77ie fundamental group of a closed, orientable 3-manifold M has a finite presentation with an equal number of generators and relations such that each generator appears exactly 3 times in the relations.
Proof. M can be constructed from an intersection sequence IS = («, a, v) such that 3M(IS) = S2. Then M, M(IS) and Q = M(IS)/X(IS) aU have the same fundamental group. A presentation for the fundamental group of Q is obtained by picking a maximal tree in the graph B(Q) and letting the generators correspond to the n + 1 edges not in the maximal tree. Since the relations correspond to the n + 1 boundary circles of A/(IS), each generator appears exactly 3 times in the relations because the branched strip in AXIS) which foUows an edge of the graph B(Q) has exactly 3 arcs in its boundary. D 8. Addendum. Shortly after writing this paper I became aware of WUson's work [10] and reahzed that a considerably shorter and more elementary proof of Theorem A than the one in §3 can be given. However, I want to leave that proof in the paper as it stands because the techniques used seem to be of independent interest and because the original proof actuaUy shows more than the theorem states whUe the new proof does not yield the same additional information. It foUows immediately from the original proof that regardless of what the boundary of M is, every b-generic vector field on M (not necessarily transient) is homotopic to a b-generic vector field which has at most one circle of its tangency set T on each component of 3AÍ and aU inflections of the same type on each circle of T. The homotopy can be obtained by extending the vector field into a collar neighborhood of M, then leaving the vector field fixed whUe suitably deforming dM, and finally puUing back to the original M to get a deformation of the vector field rather than the manifold. Thus the homotopy can be taken to be fixed away from a smaU neighborhood of dM.
The foUowing is a sketch of the new proof of Theorem A. Let M be the closed 3-manifold gotten from M by capping off its boundary with a 3-ceU. Then M admits a nonsingular vector field, caU it X. WUson [10] showed that a finite number of disjoint flow boxes (closed sets in M diffeomorphic to the product of a 2-disk and an interval so that the famUy of intervals corresponds to segments of trajectories of X) can be found such that the trajectory through any
